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still and cloudless at Dundee, the temperature just at the freezing
mark. On the southern horizon was a little haze, pinkish in the low
sunshine, but that was the only indication of any disturbance. Just
at 4.16 a.rru (precisely 8 ajn., Greenwich civil time, which I will
now continue to use) Hollick-Kenyon gave her the gun, and three
minutes later we were climbing above the island.
At 8.05 we straightened out for the south, climbing slowly with
our heavy load. At 8.30, from an altitude of a mile, I was looking
down over the heights of Ross Isknd at our familiar Snow Hill
Island. Beyond, the Wcddell Sea dimpled in the morning sunshine.
Familiar scenes passed below—Robertson Island at 9.15, Cape
Framnas at 9.55. We still flew above open water, but off to the
south-east the Weddell Sea was filling with pack-ice. Haze lingered
in the south, spreading to the south-west.
After Robertson Island it was all territory new to me. Robinson
Island slipped past at 10.20, Cape Northrup behind it. Over the
Weddell Sea, now white with pack ice, the atmosphere was clear,
but the weather was thickening over the land and the ice-barrier.
A few miles south of Robinson Island I could not take a drift
observation because of ground fog. Mount Ranck, at the southern
end of Graham.1 Land, came into view at 11.30, and five minutes
later I stared across the entrance of Stefansson Strait.
That geographical feature is still much debated. Is it a strait cut-
ting the Graham Land mass off from the continent or a fjord run-
ning back westward into the Antarctic Andes? Nobody knows for
sure, though scientists are inclining to the opinion that it is a fjord.
If so, it is an immense one, for we could see its walls back for thirty
miles, where they lost themselves in cloud and fog. I observed that
it was much narrower than Wilkins had suspected—not over a mile
or two wide in places. Also the Finley Islands north of it were
much closer together than the chart showed.
The air grew very bumpy off the mouth of the strait Ahead,
everything was closed in by fog, but a blue patch of sky appeared,
and we hoped we were through the worst of the bad weather. At
the clear edge of the sea I identified Cape Eielson—a low headland
of the continent itself, buried under ice and studded with nunataks.
Dropping, pitching, and swaying, at 6,000 feet we flew through the
tattered, upheaved ceiling of the cloud-bank, which rose ever higher

